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SOUND   CHECK:   Can   you   all   hear   me   okay?  
 
 
 
SRF   Altar  

-   6   years   ago   I   started   reading    “Autobiography   of   a   Yogi ”.   by   Pramahansa   Yogananda.   Usually   I   only  
read   about    two    books   per   year,   but   this   book   I   read    FOUR   TIMES    in    THREE   MONTHS !  
- So   rather   than   read   it   a    fifth    time,   I   applied   to   take   the   Meditation   Lessons   published   by   the   same  

organization,   the   Self-Realization   Fellowship,   or   “ SRF ”.  
 

 
 
 

-   Here   is   a   photo   of   the   “Self-Realization   Fellowship”    ALTAR .  
- In   the   center   panels   are    Jesus   Christ    and   his    India    counterpart    Krishna  
from   the   Bhagavad   Gita.   Flanking   them   are   the   line   of    4    Gurus   that   started   the  
SRF    practice,   including   Pramahansa   Yogananda   second   from   the   right.  
- In   the   last    4    years   I   have   been   meditating   at   least   once   every   day.  
- There   is   an   amazing   group   of   MONASTICS,   SRF    Nuns    and    Monks ,   who  
I   can   easily   contact   to   help   with   my   practice.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
“To   the   end   that   all   souls   shall   grow   into   harmony   with   the   Divine”  
-   I   am   amazed   how   that   quote   fits    both    my   UU    AND    my   SRF   practices..  
-    In   1920   my   Guru,    Paramahansa   Yogananda    was   invited   to   the   US   by   a  
group   of    Boston   Unitarians    known   as    the   " International   Congress   of  
Religious   Liberals ".  
-   Yogananda   is   pictured   here   with    NINE    other   delegates.  
-   He   gave   a   speech   known   as    "The   Science   of   Religion".    His   first   speech  
in   America   and   the   entire   SRF   practice   contain   no   doctrine,   but   only  
Science,    the   science   of   Yoga.  
 
 

OR  
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The    EASTERN    definition   of   “Yoga”   is    The   UNION   of   the   SOUL   and   GOD.  

- In   the    WEST    we   have   created   another   definition   of   “yoga”   that   focuses   more   narrowly   on   postures   or  
ASANAS    like   “Down   Dog”,   and   “Sun   Salutations”,   and   “Vinyasa”.  

- The    scientific   process   information    on   this   next   slide   is   found   in   the    most   sacred    of   the    SRF   Lessons .  
 
 

-  
 

 
Patanjalis    lived   in    India    around   the    time   of   Jesus   Christ,    and     is   known   as    the   father   of  
modern   yoga .  
 
Patanjali's   Eight   Limbs   of   Yoga    are…   and   I    abbreviate    them  
 
ONE   -    Yama    -   Do   no   bad  
TWO   -    Niyama    -   Practice   good   
THREE   -    Asana    -   Postures    (like   “Down   Dog”,   “Sun   Salutations”,   “Vinyassa”)  
FOUR   -    Pranayama    -   Calm   subtle   bodily   energies   like   anxiety   and   stress.   ( Pranayama   exercises  
are   similar   to    Asanas    but   are   more   delicate.)   
FIVE   -    Pratayahara    -   close   off   sensation   of   external   objects   
SIX   -   Dharana   -    ATTENTION  
SEVEN   -   Dhyana   -    Meditation    and    PRAYER …   and   finally   
EIGHT   -    Samadhi    -   the   goal   of   Yoga...    Union   of   the   Soul   with   The   Divine .  

 
 
 
Here   is   a    nine-word    quote   from   Patanjali:  
 

“Practice   self   study,  
to   commune   with  
your   chosen   divinity.”  
 

Notice   there   is    no   dogma ;   just   a    HOLY   SCIENCE .  
 

DO   NOT   CHANGE   SLIDE   YET   !   !   !   
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Here   are   4    personal   footnotes    about   my   SRF   practice  
 

1) ONE    -   PRANAYAMA   has   another   huge   benefit   in   my   life    -   Every   6   weeks   for   15   years   I   went   to   the  
chiropractor   to   treat   problems   in   my   back   and   shoulders.   It   took   me   about   5   weeks   to   learn   SRF’s   38  
chosen    Pranayama    exercises,   but   once   learned   them   I   immediately   realized   that   I   would   not   have   to  
return   to   the   chiropractor!    This   saved   me    MONEY ,    plus    it   showed   me   the    PHYSICAL   HEALING  
POWER    of    PRANAYAMA ,   the    fourth   limb   of   YOGA .  

 
2) TWO    -   SRF    Meditation    is   very   different   from   other   meditation   practices   in   that   it   should    NEVER    be   done  

with   an    EMPTY   MIND .   Rather   the   mind   should    ALWAYS   BE   ACTIVE    during   meditation.   Per   the   8   Limbs  
of   Yoga   we   have   already   worked   through   the   previous   6   limbs,   preparing   the   body,   and   shutting   off   the  
confusion   of   external   senses    to   raise   our   consciousness   through   the   SCIENCE   OF   YOGA .    NOW   we  
must   use   this   wonderfully   prepared    BODILY   TEMPLE !.......    BUT   FOR   WHAT?  
Other   types   of   meditation   focus   on   SILENCING   the   “Monkey   Mind”,   and   gathering    PEACE ,   but   in   my   SRF  
practice    the   GOAL     is     to   SEEK     and    to   KNOW   The   Divine.  
 

CHANGE   SLIDE   NOW   !   !   !   !   !  
 

  
 
 

3) THREE    -   SRF   pays   lots   of   ATTENTION   to   a    part   of   God    known   as   “ Divine   Mother ”!  
God   has   a    FEMININE    SIDE    that   is    VERY   IMPORTANT   to   SRF.  
- The    Divine   Mother    is   maybe   the    MOST   IMPORTANT    aspect   of   God    in    this   day-and-age ,   as   we   so  

much   need    The   Divine   Feminine    to   RISE.  
- Whereas    Heavenly   Father    is   about   Law,   and   Karma,   and   Justice,  
- …   Divine   Mother    is   about   mercy,   and   kindness,   and   forgiveness,   and   unconditional   love.  

 
4) FOUR   and   LASTLY    -   I    struggle    to   remove   and   re-learn   the   images   that   crop   up   in   my   HEART   when   I  

hear   the   words   “ GOD ”   and   “ LORD ”   I   still   imagine   images   of    a   “White   Man   in   a   flowing   robe   with   a  
white   beard!”    Those   images   were   etched   in   my   heart    during   my   Episcopalian   Boy’s   School  
upbringing  
“Who   is   my   God…   REALLY?”  
Maybe    You   all    have   similar   images    trained   into   your    HEARTS     from   your    younger   years?  
Maybe   you   can   also    re-learn   your   image   of   “ Who   is   YOUR   God?! ”  
...   WHO   IS   THE   DIVINE   to   You?  
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Hey,    here   is   a    game   we   can   play!    that   our     HEARTS    and     MINDS    can   play,   while   our    MINDS    are    AWAKE    during  
meditation.  

 
I’m   going   to   show   you    photos    of    three    of    MY   “SPIRITUAL   HEROS”,    who   I   focus    ATTENTION    on   during   some  

meditations   as   I    re-learn    my    mental   image    of    “Who   God   is.”  
You   may   choose   different   people   than   mine,   and   I   apologize   if   I   have   chosen   three   people   who    make    your   hackles   go  

UP!  
 
The   goal   is   to   see   YOUR   OWN   HEART’S   version   of   The   Divine   resonating   from    YOUR    chosen   spiritual   heros.  
Please   choose   your   own   heros!  
 

 
Colin   Kaepernick    “taking   a   knee”   during   the   national   anthem   of   professional   football   games,   and  
sacrificing   his   career   for   the   much   larger    “Black   Lives   Matter”    issue   
 
 

 
 

 
 

Megan   Rapinoe    the   captain   of   the   FIFA   world   champion   USA   woman’s   soccer   team   
…   with   purple   hair,   a   lesbian,...  
…   the   first   sports   figure   to   cross   over   in   support   of   Colin   Kapaernick’s   “Black   Lives   Matter”   efforts   
…   across   lines   of   sport,   race,   gender   preference,   and   equal   pay   for   women.  
 

 
 

 
Greta   Thunberg ,   a   16   year   old   girl   who   sailed   in   a   small   boat   from    Sweden    to    New   York    this  

past   August   to    'wake   US   up'    about   the    CLIMATE   CRISIS .  
Greta   is   quite    PROUD     of   her    ASPERGERS...    …   She   says   aspergers   gives   her    magic   powers …  

magic   powers    that   help   her   to   deliver    the    words   from     The   DIVINE?!  
 
 

 
 
 

-   
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- If   you   have    DIFFERENT    Spiritual   Heros,    then   please   train   your   ATTENTION   on    THEM !.  
-  

- .  
 
Now   I   will   close   with   a   PRAYER,    and   then   I   will   call   my   dear   friend    Muncie   McLeod    to   
        lead   us   through   a     PRANAYAMA    YOGA   EXERCISE    of    “Auuummmm”   chanting.  
Please   use    ideas   that   you   have   learned   from   my   sermon    as   Muncie    ENERGIZES     our   Souls    with  

“Auuuuuuummmmm” .   
Please    focus   your    ATTENTION     and     PRAYER     on   finding    “ WHAT   IS   YOUR   DIVINE? ”  
 
 
 

 
 

 
... [[   WITH   HANDS   CLASPED   TOGETHER   ]]...  
 

“Oh    Divine   Mother    and    Heavenly   Father ,   please   come   into   this    Melrose   UU   sanctuary    now.  
Please   help   us   all   to    appreciate   in   our   HEARTS    the   original   intended   goal   of    Yoga .   
…   and   send   us   more    enlightened   spirits    perhaps   like    Colin ,    Megan ,   and    Greta    that   we   may   learn   from   them.   
Please   come   into   our    HEARTS    now,   and   show   us   how   we   as   individuals   can    help   all   souls   grow   into   harmony  
with   the   Divine!  
 
 
Muncie?  
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CLOSING   HYMN  
Now   we   are   going   to   sing   a   rock-n-roll   spiritual   as   our    CLOSING   HYMN .  
Please    SING   THIS   SONG    from    YOUR   HEARTS.  
-    George   Harrison     of    The   Beatles    is   one   of   the    most   famous   SRF   devotees.   
We   are   going   to   sing    “My   Sweet   Lord” ,   which   he   wrote    for    the   SRF   with    all  
royalties   going   to   SRF .  
 
In   particular   please   keep   an   open   mind   to   the   word    “LORD” .   
Maybe   think   of   FEMININE   icons   like    Megan   Rapinoe   with   purple   hair    or   maybe  
Greta   Thunberg    as   being    LORD .  
I   CHALLENGE   YOU    right   now   to    let   go   of   your   old   ideas   of    GOD    and    LORD   
      …   and    let    your   OWN   SOUL’s    new   ideas    FLOWER.  
Please   SING   THIS   SONG    from     DEEP   WITHIN   YOUR   HEARTS .  
Thank   You.  
Thank   You!  

 


